SF SYMPHONY FURNITURE REFRESH PACKAGE

OCTOBER 3, 2018
201 VAN NESS AVE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
ORCHESTRA LEVEL

PLEASE NOTE:
Item letter & number correspond to budget doc, i.e. B-1 is "bench 1"
Items shown are not in final finishes.
# of units per lobby (in parenthesis)

Legend:
FOOD & BEVERAGE

SF SYMPHONY | 201 VAN NESS AVE, FURNITURE REFRESH PACKAGE

Huntsman Architectural Group | 50 California Street, Seventh Floor | San Francisco, CA 94111 | T 415.394.1212 | F 415.394.1222 | www.huntsmanag.com
PEASE NOTE:
Item letter and number correspond to budget doc, i.e. B-1 is "bench 1"
# of units per lobby (in parenthesis)
Items shown are not in final finishes.
PLEASE NOTE:
- Item letter and number correspond to budget doc, i.e., B-1 is "bench 1".
- # of units per lobby (in parenthesis).
- Items shown are not in final finishes.
2ND TIER LEVEL

PLEASE NOTE:
- Item number and letter correspond to budget doc, i.e. B-1 is "bench 1"
- # of units per lobby (in parenthesis)
- Items shown are not in final finishes.

Legend:
- FOOD & BEVERAGE

SF SYMPHONY | 201 VAN NESS AVE, FURNITURE REFRESH PACKAGE

Huntman Architectural Group | 50 California Street, Seventh Floor | San Francisco, CA 94111 | T 415.394.1212 | F 415.394.1222 | www.huntmanag.com
October 4, 2018

Elizabeth Murray, Managing Director
War Memorial Performing Arts Center
401 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Beth,

The San Francisco Symphony requests final design layout and budget approval for Phase I of the DSH lobby furniture improvement project. The Board of Trustees approved the Symphony’s request to use the Symphony’s Facility Enhancement Fee and funds from the War Memorial Performing Arts Center Foundation for this project on July 12, 2018.

The proposed furniture selections and fabrics have been chosen by a core group of stakeholders from the Symphony and the War Memorial staff. The design has been led by Huntsman Architectural Group. The Symphony agrees that the War Memorial will own the furnishings and will be responsible for cleaning, and the Symphony will be responsible for repairs and maintenance.

The cost for Phase I is approximately $435K. The Symphony requests to apply a $200K pledge from the Performing Arts Center Foundation to this project. In addition, the Symphony requests approval to apply $235K from the facility enhancement fees collected to date to fund the balance.

We look forward to answering any questions you or the trustees may have at the next board meeting.

Sincerely,

Andrew Dubowski
Director of Operations